it was about 12 midnight... I was awakened, and it was almost like you were standing by me... the room we were in was filled with broken things: A broken phone... the Spirit said, "This means something"... I saw a broken ring, a broken lock, a broken watch, a broken plate, a broken T.V., broken eye glasses... I can't reveal the 8th item until you read this letter... we both were looking through this window at something beautiful... it's all in the SEALED envelope, but DON'T OPEN IT NOW!

Rev. Peter Popoff

Dear [Name],

I've sealed the PINK envelope with a GOLDEN SEAL... because inside are some things that will OPEN up golden moments of blessing and mighty miracles... WHATEVER YOU DO... DO NOT... I REPEAT, DO NOT OPEN IT NOW... "THE OBEDIENT SHALL EAT THE GOOD OF THE LAND." (Isaiah 1:19) Inside the pink envelope is the number 8, and spiritually interpreted, it means... NEW BEGINNINGS... and a special "Deut. 1:11 THOUSAND FOLD BRACELET." ALSO, according to (I Cor. 14:6) where Paul said, "I should speak to you in REVELATIONS & KNOWLEDGE..." there is also the REVELATION of the 8 things God showed me... HOWEVER... DO NOT... DO NOT BREAK THE GOLDEN SEAL NOW!

Find a quiet place to finish reading this Prophetic Utterance from God. If you have to go into your bedroom or bathroom and close the door, please do so.

I see through the Spiritual Insight God has anointed me with as His Prophet... you and your loved ones are going to benefit greatly from the REVELATION inside the PINK ENVELOPE SEALED WITH THE GOLDEN SEAL.

I'm feeling something... it's about your finances... Yes, that's it... a SUPERNATURAL PROSPERITY BREAKTHROUGH IS ABOUT TO BEGIN.

This is going to affect another person in the family... I hear their name but it's so faint I can't make it out! Who is this? In a moment you must tell me something about them (Read on)!

*Tina, in the very near future you will definitely experience a time of unprecedented visitation by the Holy Spirit... and I believe wrapped up in this visitation is an unprecedented Harvest of Great Blessing... and souls. Remember our scripture... "If you are willing and OBEDIENT you shall eat the GOOD OF THE LAND." (Isaiah 1:19)
The hair is standing up on the back of my neck... as the Spirit anoints my eyes to see a date... and God said this date was ordained by Him... and it is a date with your destiny... and as you continue on in what He established on that date, God’s Power will overcome all the bad things in your life.

**FINALLY, YOUR PERFECT LIFE IS WITHIN REACH...**

This date keeps coming to me: October 31... What does this mean? Do you feel something GOOD is going to happen by this date next year?  [ ] YES  [ ] NO  Is this a possible date for a major goal to be achieved?? It is my blessing day... and a sign that God is speaking to You!  [ ] YES!  **ONE THING I KNOW -- THAT’S THE FIRST DAY YOU CONTACTED ME!!**

--- OVER ---
Don't break the seal yet, but... get ready, it's going to begin a chain reaction in the SPIRIT REALM...

#1. I sense there is really no one you truly feel you are close friends with and who you can put your TOTAL TRUST in... someone you can tell everything to... but this will change.

#2. Life has not been completely kind to you... there are some who have actually treated you unjustly... this, too, will change.

#3. You have tried to release yourself from worry and problems but you have not seen the results you would like... this will change.

#4. You have sought help from ministers, anointed people, etc... but they have not been able to help as you thought they would... the problem is that the things you are wrestling with are more complicated than they seem to be... this, too, will change.

#5. Your loved ones are being challenged again with financial problems... they have not told you... they didn’t want to worry you... I also see a GREAT SPIRITUAL CHANGE COMING for their good.

#6. This spirit of poverty that keeps attacking your finances... I see a real battle with this; perhaps it was Saturday or Sunday... the important thing is... THIS TOO will soon change for the better.

#7.  also I see a person heavy on your heart... you are burdened about this person... and something you had hoped for to come to pass for their good... but as yet it has not happened... there’s grief and pain regarding this deep hurt inside you... one might say it causes friction of a sort between you and your loved ones... everyone doesn’t understand... and there are some debts that seem to increase... rather than decrease.

NO TIME TO WASTE!

I KNOW LIFE HAS BEEN HARD FOR YOU... BUT, SISTER [REDACTED], IN JESUS’ NAME I AM GOING TO GIVE YOU SOME INFORMATION IN THAT SEALED ENVELOPE THAT IS GOING TO UNLOCK GOD’S STOREHOUSE OF BLESSINGS UPON YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES... AND YOUR FINANCIAL PROBLEMS WILL HAVE TO FLEE AWAY! AND THIS NUMBER IS GOING TO MEAN SOMETHING SPECIAL TO YOU AS YOU READ THE INTERPRETATIONS OF THE VISION... BUT, PLEASE READ ON...
Wait... The Holy SPIRIT just spoke to my heart. If for any reason you are not going to OBEY GOD in this and answer... YOU MUST, yes, MUST, RETURN THE PINK ENVELOPE TO ME RIGHT AWAY... UNOPENED! God has spoken to me; this MUST not get into the HANDS OF AN UNBELIEVER!

IMPORTANT! Read the rest of this letter as if I were personally visiting with you at______ ___, because God has spoken something SPECIAL to me about the address, ______... I see a Holy Anointing. You may have to add two numbers... or subtract one from the other... but God said there is a number 8 in that address. You see it, yes, THAT'S YOUR SIGN FROM GOD!

go on t p 8
CAUTION... SPIRITUAL WARNING... if for any reason you are not going to answer this PROPHETIC LETTER... within 48 hours... YOU MUST RETURN THE SEALED ENVELOPE... it must not fall into the hands of an unbeliever.

INSIDE THE ENVELOPE IS A "NUMBER" and a very SPECIAL INTERPRETATION FROM GOD about each of the things I saw that were BROKEN...

The number I had cut out for you... is SPECIAL... and as you read the INTERPRETATION OF THE BROKEN ITEMS... and I share with you WHAT I SAW THROUGH THE WINDOW... something special is going to happen to this number and it will BE YOUR SIGN THAT GOD IS GOING TO release something beautiful, wonderful, something that you GREATLY NEED... and it is going to get to you, Sister...

NOW THERE IS ONE MORE THING... God spoke to me to pray over something SPECIAL that I had to place inside the SEALED ENVELOPE... and you must use it as I tell you and then get it back to me in the morning, or as soon as possible.

"FOR YEA, THE LORD WOULD SAY UNTO THEE... 'I AM READY TO DO A BRAND NEW THING IN THY LIFE,' SAITH GOD... 'FOR THIS IS THE DAY I HAVE ORDAINED THAT GREAT BLESSINGS SHALL BE RELEASED INTO THY LIFE... LOOK NOT AT THOSE THINGS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED, NOR AT THOSE THINGS THAT HAVE NOT TURNED OUT THE WAY YOU HAD PLANNED... FOR I HAVE ALL THINGS UNDER MY CONTROL AND I WILL DO A WORK IN THIS DAY, THOUGH IT BE TOLD YOU, YOU COULD NOT BELIEVE IT... USE THY FAITH,' SAITH GOD... 'AND SEE WHAT I HAVE FOR THEE... OBEDIENCE IS WHAT I AM NOW SEEKING... AND AS YOU SHOW ME YOUR OBEDIENCE, I SHALL SHOW YOU MY POWER... MY MIRACULOUS POWER WILL BE RELEASED AS YOU RELEASE YOUR OBEDIENCE... HAVE I NOT ALWAYS SOUGHT FOR ONE WHO WOULD OBEY ME... IT WAS MOSES WHO THROUGH OBEDIENCE DEFEATED PHARAOH, DANIEL THROUGH OBEDIENCE DEFEATED THE LIONS... AND YOU, ..., THROUGH OBEDIENCE SHALL DEFEAT THE ENEMY IN THY LIFE... AND RELEASE THE MIRACLES YOU HAVE NEED OF... OBEY ME AND I'LL BE QUICK TO MOVE FOR THEE,' SAITH GOD. ..., THIS IS YOUR NEW BEGINNING, A THOUSAND-FOLD BLESSING SHALL BE YOURS. NOW IS THE TIME TO OPEN THE SEALED ENVELOPE,' SAITH GOD, 'AND OBEY ME.' "
Praise God for that word; now let’s open God’s Storehouse!

Love, Prophet Peter
DEAR JESUS, I PRAY THAT [BLANK] WILL NOT OPEN THIS JUST AS YOU TOLD ME... BEFORE SHE READS MY ANOINTED LETTER

DO NOT OPEN UNTIL YOU READ MY LETTER!

JESUS, I KNOW YOU ARE WATCHING HER AS SHE OPENS THIS... AFTER SHE READS MY ANOINTED LETTER... WHEN SHE OPENS THIS... LET YOUR 8 ANGELS WATCH OVER HER AND HELP HER TO ANSWER THIS LETTER... AND OBEY JUST AS YOU TOLD US TO...

DEAR JESUS, LET SISTER [BLANK] KNOW THAT ST. MATT 18:19 IS WORKING!
THIS IS A PROPHETIC REVELATION DESIGNED BY GOD FOR YOU AND FOR YOUR LOVED ONES... FOR YOUR DELIVERANCE FROM FINANCIAL SHORTAGE...

Sister [Redacted], you must not take this lightly: God has given you several signs in this letter that you are the ONE to whom He is speaking...

I saw 8 broken things... (the number of NEW BEGINNINGS)... A PHONE, meaning satan is trying to break down your communication line between you and God and possibly someone meaningful in your life... a broken RING... meaning two things. A broken ring means satan is attacking relationships... and YOUR PROSPERITY (I'll explain in a moment)... I saw a broken lock... meaning the things you have locked in your heart... things that concern your faith... that you have locked in your heart as truth... satan is attempting to break your belief and faith down... a broken watch... meaning God's timing... because God moves in His time... and if satan can get you out of... or break you out of, God's timing, many blessings will be lost... a broken plate... is the place you eat... not physical food... but SPIRITUAL FOOD... satan is trying to break the Channels where you get your Spiritual food... broken T.V. ... it is a Channel through which the Word of God is carried throughout the earth... and satan is trying to break your power of giving forth the Word... reaching others with healing, love, help, hope... broken eye glasses... This is your Vision... and the Power of Vision... satan is trying to break this power in you... Because without a Vision people perish... and finally I saw the number 8, A BROKEN WINDOW... meaning when you look outside things are just not clear. You don't know which way to turn in some situations with which you are now dealing... but, [Redacted], you and I are going to do something about this today that will greatly help you.

You and I, [Redacted], were looking through this window and we were seeing wonderful things, beautiful things... I saw your loved ones were growing strong in God...

because the Word of God says... "BELOVED I WISH ABOVE ALL THINGS THOU MAYEST PROSPER AND BE IN HEALTH" III John 1:2... I want you to wear this: "Deut. 1:11 1000-Fold MONEY BRACELET" for 8 minutes ONLY... New financial blessings are going to start... after 8 minutes, sign your name on it to let me know you have obeyed the Prophet... use the return envelope and fold it inside this letter and make sure you answer the questions I have asked.

also print your loved one's name on the "Deut. 1:11 1000-FOLD MONEY BRACELET."

Now, when this Special Bracelet arrives here... I have a SPECIAL "RING OF YOUR COVENANT RIGHTS" I must send you to wear. I'll have some special instructions from God concerning it... but you must read on and answer the questions ON THE BACK.
In my spirit, I sense you and your loved ones need a QUICK TOUCH... In Jesus' Name, check below and let me know what your loved ones need... I am to pray over these SPECIAL NEEDS. When I pray, I am to HOLD "GOD'S RING OF YOUR COVENANT RIGHTS" and then get it to you... along with a SPECIAL PRAYER God will give me at that time.  

MY LOVED ONES' HEALING NEEDS:  

- [ ] DIVINE HEALING IN THE AREA OF: [ ] HEART  [ ] BACK  [ ] STOMACH  [ ] EYES  [ ] HEAD  [ ] LEGS  [ ] ARMS  [ ] SHOULDERS  [ ] HANDS  [ ] JOINTS  [ ] EARS  [ ] YOUR OWN HEALING NEEDS (Please explain):  

I need an anointing that will release the Winning Spirit in me.  

Here is my immediate financial need:  

This is a SPECIAL NEED FOR my LOVED ONE:  

Now, one more thing: This will be your simple sign from God that THE SPIRIT OF INCREASE IS READY TO BE RELEASED UPON YOU... Take the number "8" I have enclosed and place it in a small plate of water... WATCH IT MORE THAN DOUBLE IN SIZE... This is God's SIGN to you: just as this number "8" more than doubles in size... God is NOW READY TO POUR YOU OUT A BLESSING YOU WON'T HAVE ROOM ENOUGH TO CONTAIN... This "8" IS GOD'S number of NEW BEGINNINGS.  

PRAY THIS PRAYER THAT WILL UNLOCK THE PRINCIPLES OF INCREASE IN YOUR LIFE... "Father, in Jesus' Name, I confess Your Word over my giving... and financial increase shall be mine... my needs are met... my debts are paid in full and I have plenty more in store... take the seed I now sow into your work and give me a GREAT HARVEST."

This REHMA WORD came to me for you... the seed you are about to sow is the seed that will produce a miracle concerning your loved one...  

Isa. 1:19 "If you be willing and obedient you shall EAT the GOOD of the Land."  

I feel led of God as His Prophet of Prosperity... to ask you in Jesus' Name to sow a seed with the Number 8 in it... and the seed God showed me is $28.00.  

Now, celebrate and put into action God's Principles for Supernatural Increase... Return your SEED GIFT folded inside this letter... Get the bracelet back to me and make sure you check your needs above... Don't let satan talk you out of sowing this $28.00 SEED OF NEW BEGINNINGS... I'LL RUSH THE RING OF "YOUR COVENANT RIGHTS" to you with Godly instructions to shake loose all you need...  

Love, Peter Popoff  
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